ALWAYS LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE

{ SPOKEN OVER SINGLE STRUMS }:
SOME [Am/] THINGS IN LIFE ARE [D/] BAD,
THEY CAN [G/] REALLY MAKE YOU [Em/] MAD.
[Am/] OTHER THINGS JUST
[D/] MAKE YOU SWEAR AND [G/] CURSE.
WHEN YOU'RE [Am/] CHEWING ON LIFE'S [D/] GRIESTLE,
DON'T [G/] GRUMBLE, GIVE A [Em/] WHISTLE!
AND [Am/] THIS'LL HELP THINGS TURN OUT FOR THE [D7/] BEST,

CHORUS: [D7/] AND ...
{ WHISTLE} [Em] [Am] [D7]
{ WHISTLE} [Em] [Am] [D7]

IF [Am] LI FE SEEMS JOLLY [D7] ROTTEN,
THERE'S [G] SOMETHING YOU'VE FOR-[Em]-GOTTEN
AND [Am] THAT'S TO LAUGH AND
[D7] SMILE AND DANCE AND [G] SING,
WHEN YOU'RE [Am] FEELING IN THE [D7] DUMPS,
[G] DON'T BE SILLY [Em] CHUMPS
JUST [Am] PURSE YOUR LIPS AND WHISTLE, THAT'S THE [D7] THING

CHORUS

FOR [Am] LI FE IS QUITE AB-[D7]-SURD,
AND [G] DEATH'S THE FI NAL [Em] WORD.
FOR-[Am]-GET ABOUT YOUR [D7] SIN,
GIVE THE [G] AUDIENCE A [Em] GRIN,
EN-[Am]-JOY IT, IT'S YOUR LAST CHANCE ANY-[D7]-HOW!

[D7/] SO ...
{ WHISTLE} [Em] [Am] [D7]
{ WHISTLE} [Em] [Am] [D7]

YOU'LL [Am] SEE IT'S ALL A [D7] SHOW,
KEEP 'EM [G] LAUGHING AS YOU [Em] GO.
JUST RE-[Am]-MEMBER THAT THE LAST LAUGH IS ON [D7] YOU!

CHORUS, THEN:

{ WHISTLE} [Em] [Am] [D7]
KEEP REPEATING OVER TALKOVER,
FINISH ON [G/]
COME ON JOCK CHEER UP
WORSE THINGS HAPPEN AT SEA YOU KNOW
I MEAN, WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
YOU KNOW, YOU COME FROM NOTHING
YOU'RE GOING BACK TO NOTHING
WHAT HAVE YOU LOST? ... NOTHING!
I MEAN JUST 'COS CELTIC ARE LOSING 15-0 TO PARTICK THISTLE
'S NOT THE END OF THE WORLD IS IT?
NOTHING'LL COME FROM NOTHING - YOU KNOW WHAT THEY SAY ...
COME ON YOU OLD BUGGER - GIVE US A GRIN ...
WE'D LIKE TO THANK ... {blah blah blah etc etc}